Tucans, Jaguarundi and Ocelots Oh My

**CRIRE:** Unique 2-week All Nations LSAMP Undergraduate Indigenous Exchange Research Experience in the forests of Costa Rica with the Organization for Tropical Studies and Ngäbe-Bugle TEK experts (largest indigenous group in region).

December 11 – 21, 2022

Looking for 12 undergraduate STEM students and 5 faculty mentors from ANLSAMP Institutions!
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This could be you!!!!

**ALL COSTS COVERED INCLUDING PASSPORTS, TRAVEL, ROOM & BOARD!**

**SHORT APPLICATION PERIOD – APPLICATION DUE September 30, 2022**

*Processing passports is taking a lot longer now*

Application through All Nations LSAMP web portal:

Contact Jessica Black: email: Black_J@heritage.edu or 509-840-3847